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Beginning the World Again
Social movements and the challenge of constitutional change
by Ben Manski
“We have every opportunity and every encouragement before us, to form the noblest purest
constitution on the face of the earth. We have it in our power to begin the world over again.”
1
~ Thomas Paine, Common Sense
In recent years, movements for constitutional reform have risen across the United States. Tens of
millions of Americans have signed on to the proposition that the federal constitution should be changed.
The idea that 21st century understandings of human rights and democracy should be inscribed in our
basic law has been moved from the margins to the mainstream. But what would it actually take to
modernize the U.S. Constitution?
This question may seem like a technical one. There are well-known and lesser known formal
procedures for achieving constitutional change. But the law in action is never limited to the specifics of
2

formal procedure. If we really want to know what it would take to drive human rights into our basic
law, we must dig a lot deeper and ask what has been the past experience of social movements for
constitutional reform? What obstacles face advocates of human rights and democracy today in their
efforts to amend the Constitution, and how might those obstacles be overcome?
In taking on these questions, we will find that constitutional change is not merely a matter of
formal legal procedure or of political contention. Constitutionalism is a social movement form.
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Constitutionalization is a social change process. Those who wish to sanctify and give life to human
rights in the basic law of the United States must struggle with the particular challenges faced by
constitutional reform movements in contemporary American society.

The clamor for constitutional change
In the six years since the Supreme Court ruling in Citizens United v. FEC, more than seven
hundred local governments and sixteen state legislatures have adopted resolutions in support of the
provisions of the We the People Amendment, which states that, “The rights protected by the
Constitution of the United States are the rights of natural persons only,” and that “The judiciary shall not
construe the spending of money to influence elections to be speech under the First Amendment.” Over
300 of these resolutions, including those in major cities like Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, and
4

Milwaukee as well at the state level in Colorado and Montana, won adoption by a popular vote.
Altogether, these resolutions cover more than one third of the population of the United States.

The movement to overturn Citizens United is significant but it is not the only large scale
constitutional reform effort in the United States today. The proposed Balanced Budget Amendment has
won majority support in both houses of Congress in recent years. A renewed campaign for ratification of
the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) is moving forward in the 15 states which have not yet ratified the
ERA. In the years since the Supreme Court ruling in Bush v. Gore, voting rights and election reform
advocates have united behind the proposed Right to Vote Amendment. And both at the state level and
nationally a series of constitutional struggles have emerged over marriage, immigration, war powers,
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treaty rights, federalism, the rights of future generations, and much else.
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Popular constitutionalism has returned to the politics of the United States. In response to a
widespread perception that some of our society’s problems are in part structural in origin, many
Americans increasingly are looking for constitutional solutions. That some of these constitutional
reformers espouse clashing political views only strengthens the impression of a generalized
democratization of constitutionalism. And the energies and resources already invested toward achieving
these new social movement goals suggest a belief that constitutional change is not only possible, but
also, fruitful.

Constitution Making 101 for Human Rights Advocates
If we want to learn whether faith in constitutional reform might be justified as a means toward
securing human rights, we can begin in familiar territory by looking to the procedures through which
people have changed the U.S. Constitution in the past or could change it in the future. Constitutional
change is intrinsically procedural. Procedures for constitutional reform range from more formal to less
formal, from amendment to constitutional convention to various forms of constitutional review. At the
same time, we should not let any dry associations we might have with the word “procedure” fool us.
Most of the significant changes in the constitutional history of the United States have followed and
helped produce great social rupture. Constitutional change is rarely anything other than revolutionary.
The amendment process is the most familiar procedure for constitutional reform. Article V of
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the U.S. Constitution provides for not one but two formal paths toward amendment. The first of these is
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amendment initiated by Congress. Here the process begins when one or more members of Congress
propose an amendment resolution. For ratification, the amendment must first win a vote of two thirds of
the members in each chamber of Congress. Then it must secure the support of the legislatures of three
quarters of the states.
Every change to date to the text of the federal constitution has been the direct result of
amendment by this familiar process. Yet some important amendments have actually occurred in
response to the probability of implementation of the second constitutional amendment process, that of
7

the constitutional convention initiated by the states. Here a state legislature begins the process by
adopting a resolution calling for a national constitutional convention and specifying the purpose and
scope of that convention. Once two thirds of the states have adopted such a resolution, Congress is
charged with convening a convention. Any amendments to the Constitution proposed by that convention
must then, again, secure the ratification of three quarters of the states.
Constitutional review is the less formal and much more commonplace set of procedures through
8

which various political actors have changed the federal constitution. In the process of constitutional
review, the text of the Constitution remains unchanged, yet the meaning of that text is reinterpreted by
the federal courts, Congress, the president, or the people of the United States. This is deeply
problematic, for as we shall see, the practice of constitutional review is dominated by elites concerned
more with enlarging the role of the state than with the protection of human rights.
When the federal courts engage in constitutional interpretation, this is called judicial review. The
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Supreme Court of the United States and its lower courts have engaged in so much judicial review that
much of what Americans believe themselves to understand about their constitution has actually been the
product of court decisions. When the Constitution said that Black people were,“so far inferior that they
had no rights which the white man was bound to respect,” that was the Supreme Court of Dred Scott, not
the text of the Constitution, that was speaking. And when forty years later the Constitution said that
“separate but equal” was consistent with the principles of equal protection – and then again 60 years
later still, when the Constitution changed its mind and said that “separate” was “inherently unequal” – in
each case it was the Supreme Court that was speaking.
Americans have become so accustomed to hearing the voice of the Constitution come from the
robes of the Court that the process of constitutional review has become subsumed within the doctrine of
judicial supremacy. But judicial review and judicial supremacy are not the same thing; the former was
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contested and the latter was anathema for much of U.S. history. In his first inaugural address in 1861,
Abraham Lincoln spoke for a dominant, republican critique of the notion of judicial supremacy:
"The candid citizen must confess that if the policy of the Government upon vital questions
affecting the whole people is to be irrevocably fixed by decisions of the Supreme Court, the
people will have ceased to be their own rulers, having to that extent practically resigned their
10
Government into the hands of that eminent tribunal."
Lincoln’s criticism of judicial supremacy remains a vital force in debates over constitutional
review to this day. Political scientists and legal scholars have long debated what Alexander Bickel
termed the counter-majoritarian difficulty and what Jamin Raskin more recently described as, “reading
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democracy out of the Constitution.” The Supreme Court of the United States, an elite body if ever
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there were one, has more often discovered rights and protections for the wealthy and powerful as
12

opposed to the poor and disenfranchised.

Yet if not the Supreme Court, who should decide what the Constitution means? Originally, it was
held that Congress and “the People” themselves were to serve as the final arbiters of constitutional
review. In practice, congressional review has proven limited. When the Supreme Court issues a
determination on a constitutional question, it does so with a clear voice and following a formal, visible
procedure. Congress, however, rarely speaks in one voice. To the extent that Congress has engaged in
constitutional review, it has done so most effectively through its role in the confirmation and rejection of
federal judges. Efforts to settle constitutional questions through resolutions of Congress have been
undermined by the federal courts as well as by Congress’ own inability to function as a disciplined
13

institution.

Complicating matters has been the expansion of the powers of the presidency to shape the
meaning and practice of constitutional rights, powers and duties. The idea that the executive branch
would ever attain something akin to executive review was considered and flatly rejected by the first
generations of U.S. citizens. Yet today the president exercises review powers all the time through claims
of executive privilege, the use of signing statements, and the issuance of uncontested executive orders.
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This last practice has very serious consequences in questions of war and peace. Article I, Section
8 of the Constitution makes clear the primary role of Congress as the branch responsible for overseeing
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the U.S. military and deciding on the use of military force. Yet in the 20th and 21st centuries, successive
presidents have ignored Congress’ primary authority over war powers and engaged in unauthorized
warfare across the globe. And Congress and the federal courts have let them. The text of the
Constitution says one thing, but the practice of all three branches of the federal government says
15

another. The American people are left without any direct say on war powers, and so their opposition to
empire building, war, human rights violations, and the expanded security state takes form beyond the
Washington D.C. beltway.
Washington today doesn’t show much respect much for the institution of the sovereign power,
that branch of government which the revolutionaries of 1776 called “The People.” Yet the role of the
people in deciding constitutional questions has never been a matter left to Washington to decide on its
own. Popular sovereignty is a matter of practice, not simply of normative law, and the power of the
people earns respect when it is exercised, not in its absence. Popular movements have repeatedly
decided for themselves what the Constitution does say and what it should say. This practice of popular
review predates the Constitution of 1787 and has played a significant and largely progressive role
16

throughout U.S. history.

The procedures of popular review are sometimes quite formal, involving public meetings,
testimony, and popular votes. Formal popular review can be seen in constitutional amendment processes
as well as in efforts to counterpose local, state, and global governmental institutions against federal
17

power. In other cases, popular review is less formal and less direct, manifesting in mass mobilizations
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for or against a particular interpretation of the Constitution.
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Where does all of this leave the advocate of a human rights constitution? Most of what we think
of today as constitutional law is the product of some form of constitutional review. Yet constitutional
review is dominated by the judiciary and the executive, the least democratic and least accessible federal
branches. Popular constitutional review is commonly practiced, but when its practice is informal its
impact is usually indirect. Formal popular participation in the shape of efforts to amend the constitution
is more directly effective. Yet social movements seeking formal constitutional change face such
significant challenges that it is often said that they are unworkable . . . or are they?

A history of amending America
Much of the history of social change in America is a history of popular movements engaged in
constitutional struggles. The same revolutionaries who destroyed two million dollars worth of British
East India Company tea in Boston Harbor weren’t just saboteurs, they were also constitutionalists. They
engaged in popular lawmaking as a matter of course, drafting and adopting hundreds of local resolutions
of independence and statements of principles that prefigured the U.S. Declaration of Independence and
the Constitution.
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The abolitionists who voted in the years immediately following the Revolution to end slavery in
northern states and sought to nullify the various Fugitive Slave Acts, grounded their actions in what they
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between liberty (for slaves) versus property (in slaves), the Constitution favored liberty. Radical
constitutionalism had more than a small role in the two most significant revolutionary movements of the
21

first century of U.S. history.

A journey through American constitutional history is tempting. But our purpose here is limited.
It is enough to recognize that the Constitution has been changed many times, and that social movements
have been the primary agents of those constitutional changes that enlarged human rights and deepened
democracy, the two great riverways of progressive constitutionalism.
The many struggles to expand governmental human rights protections are today celebrated in
official histories. This may be because so many of them proved ultimately successful. As should be well
known, when the Constitution of 1787 was first drafted, the vast majority of human beings living within
the borders of the United States did not enjoy the “blessings of liberty” promised by the Preamble.
Women, men who didn’t own significant property, non-whites, slaves, indentured servants, and
22

non-Christians were denied fundamental rights in most states and across the United States. Social
movements are what changed all that. Since the 1800s, liberation movements have secured
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constitutional reforms that brought the majority of Americans within the protections of the Constitution.
At least eight constitutional amendments following the adoption of the Bill of Rights
constitutionalized the liberation of particular populations. The post-Civil War Reconstruction
Amendments – the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments – respectively abolished slavery (1865), greatly
expanded equal protection and due process rights (1868), and guaranteed equal voting rights to
non-whites and former slaves (1871). Women secured their part of the vote with the 19th Amendment in
1920. Those who wished to drink alcohol certainly felt liberated by the abolition of Prohibition with the
21st Amendment in 1933. The 23rd Amendment gave the voters of Washington D.C. representation in
the Electoral College (1961). The use of the Poll Tax and other taxes to deny poor people the right to
vote was abolished with the 24th Amendment in 1964. And 18, 19, and 20 year olds gained access to the
23

vote with the 26th Amendment in 1971.

Social movements sought each and every one of these amendments, and more. For instance, the
early 19th century extension of the right to vote to non-propertied white males was the result of
constitutional struggle at the level of the states. In 1848, 100 women’s rights delegates at the Seneca
Falls Convention engaged in archetypal popular constitutionalism with their signatures on the
Declaration of Rights and Sentiments. In the decades following, working at the state level, women won
liberation from coverture, the old system of property law in which children and married women were the
possession of the male head of household. Constitutional amendment campaigns like the Child Labor
Amendment (1924) and the Equal Rights Amendment (1974) remain unratified, yet they have
recognizably affected American law and culture by framing public debates over child labor and the
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status of women. And even where constitutional debates have been initiated by the opponents of
human rights, the resulting public deliberation has often produced the opposite from the intended effect.
Over the past twenty years, as the state-by-state conflict over same-sex marriage has gone on, the debate
altered social norms, eventually leading to the Supreme Court’s 2015 recognition of equal marriage
25

rights.

As we’ve seen, campaigns to secure human rights protections in the Constitution have
profoundly changed our society. Yet that is only half the picture. Struggles for human rights and
collective liberation nearly always have been associated with struggles for political and economic
democracy. The logic of this is simple. Democratic processes are often thought to be more likely than
elite-driven processes to generate human rights protections. And human rights protections that are the
result of democratic deliberation are thought to be more resilient than those handed down from on high.
26

The history of efforts to democratize the Constitution is less recognized than the history of
campaigns to expand constitutional rights. This may be in part because only one amendment to date –
the 17th Amendment, which mandates the direct election of U.S. Senators (1913) – is commonly
thought of as having democratized the structure of the federal government. But American democracy
movements have played a much more powerful role in the history of constitution-making than the
textual residue of a single amendment suggests.
Consider the most celebrated provisions of the U.S. Constitution, the Bill of Rights. These first
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ten amendments not only provide negative rights against state action. They are designed to strengthen
27

the capacity of the “the People” to act as the sovereign. The First Amendment constitutionalized the
critical role of popular assemblies, public debate, citizen petitions, and the popular press as institutions
of self-government. The Second Amendment, together with the Constitution’s War Powers and Militia
28

clauses, was largely intended to protect against the development of a standing army. The Fifth, Sixth,
and Seventh Amendments enshrine that democratic bane of many a judge, prosecutor, and corporate
attorney – the jury. The 9th and 10th Amendments reserve powers to the people and the states not
expressly delegated to the federal government. We should remember, as well, that the Bill of Rights was
forced upon the Framers, anti-democrats that most of them were. Democratic uprisings compelled a
second (in this case, progressive) crucial compromise, without which the new republic might not have
29

survived.

This dynamic was to repeat in later years. Suffrage for unpropertied white males followed
widespread popular constitutionalism such as that famously practiced with Rhode Island’s People’s
Convention and the Dorr Rebellion. The U.S. Civil War, Abolition, and Reconstruction had at least a
little something to do with a man named John Brown who, together with 45 others, convened a
convention in Chatham, Canada to draft the Provisional Constitution and Ordinances for the people of
the United States. The idea was that, after arming slaves with weapons from the armory at Harpers
Ferry, Virginia, insurrectionary forces would need a constitutional framework for the administration of
territories under their control.
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Brown’s guerrillas were not alone among abolitionists in this. In 1859, Wisconsin’s legislature,
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dominated by radical abolitionists engaged in determined resistance to enforcement of the Fugitive
31

Slave Act of 1850, began secession proceedings. Two years later, with the Confederacy threatening to
defeat Union forces, a conference of western governors gathered in Cleveland and warned President
Lincoln that if the federal government proved too incompetent to win the war, the abolitionist states
32

“will act for themselves.”

Some to this day deride the radical constitutionalism of the abolitionist

movement as unrealistic. They should remember that that movement did realize its primary goals.
Popular constitutionalism has also taken less confrontational forms. The populist, progressive,
and socialist movements of the late 19th and early 20th centuries succeeded in bringing democratic
reforms such as municipal home rule and direct legislation to the constitutions of states across the
country. Both of these critical initiatives originated in popular frustration at the inability of the state and
national legislatures to achieve desired human rights and good government policies. And both
democratic reforms have proven useful to human rights campaigners to this day.
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Finally, it helps us to recognize the many powerful efforts to democratize the Constitution which
have not proven successful as of yet. Having learned that dangers of leaving questions of war and peace
in the incapable hands of the three Washington branches of the federal government, efforts to secure a
War Referendum Amendment – requiring a vote of the people before the use of military force in a
non-defensive action – achieved 73% public support in 1938 and the support of half of Congress.
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Indeed, the experiences of the two World Wars convinced millions of Americans of the need both to
35

rewrite the U.S. Constitution and to create a new global constitutional order. The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, as well as the United Nations, UN agencies, and various associated
compacts all resulted in part from the upsurge in world federalism.
The intended lesson here is that a powerful mutualism can form between liberation movements
36

and democracy movements. Movement demands for human rights and collective liberation challenge
the legitimacy of the existing order, and strengthen the case for democratization. Movement demands for
democratization challenge the authority of the existing order, causing the establishment to consider
giving in on specific human rights questions rather than risk losing state power. Similarly, human rights
amendments expand the circle of standing and personhood, and thereby democratize the polity.
Democracy amendments strengthen the capacity of the people to safeguard their own rights.

Shall we overcome?
“Every age and generation must be free to act for itself, in all cases, as the ages and generations
which preceded it. The vanity and presumption of governing beyond the grave is the most
ridiculous and insolent of all tyrannies.”
~ Thomas Paine (1791)
Movements to humanize and democratize the U.S. Constitution are active across the United
States. These movements are treading well-worn procedural paths to constitutional reform. But the
contemporary United States is not the bowie knife frontier society of pre-Civil War America, nor the
tumultuous progressive era of the 1910s, nor the optimistic New Frontier society of the 1960s. Today’s
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constitutional reformers face a particular set of cultural, structural, and strategic challenges. How likely
are they to succeed?
The oldest and most difficult obstacle to constitutional reform rests in the provisions of the
Constitution itself. The Constitution’s architect, James Madison, was an admirer of that great English
37

anti-democrat, Edmund Burke. Madison intended to produce a Burkean constitution. Thomas
Jefferson, who called for a constitutional convention every 30 years and, “a little revolution from time to
38

time,” chastised Madison that, “The earth belongs to the living, not to the dead.” But Jefferson and
Thomas Paine were not present (nor were they wanted) when Madison and his fellow Federalists
adopted the procedural requirement that amendments win ratification by three quarters of the states. This
poses what social movement scholars would call a very challenging political opportunity structure that
39

was a tall order even in Madison’s day. Two centuries later Americans are still significantly governed
from beyond the grave.
The structural difficulty faced in amending the Constitution has directly produced a second,
cultural obstacle, that of the Sacral Constitution. Its many years have given the document such
quasi-religious character that many Americans react negatively to calls for constitutional reform. For
instance, in the weeks immediately following Citizens United v. FEC, U.S. Senator Russ Feingold of
Wisconsin reacted negatively when urged to support a constitutional amendment to overturn the
Supreme Court’s ruling protecting corporate campaign expenditures as free speech. He initially warned
against “tampering with the Constitution,” and suggested a court-packing strategy and legislative reform
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40

instead.

Fear of constitutional change often goes beyond the surface of secular religiosity and into fears
of other kinds; specifically, fears of other people. The concern, as expressed by some liberals, is that “if
the Constitution is opened up” by amendment or a constitutional convention, civil, political, economic
41

and other human rights will be taken away. The concern, as expressed by the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, is the opposite – that all kinds of human rights (to health care, organize unions, quality
education, and more) will find a constitutional home. And the concern, as expressed by some
conservatives, is that personal gun rights will be done away with, or that “the immigrants will take
42

over.”

The notion of the Sacral Constitution, as well as fears of other people, both pose what social
movement scholars call collective identity problems. Collective identity problems arise when people
who have common grievances have difficulty developing a sense of group identity through which they
43

can work and act together. The difficulties here are several. For a constitutional reform movement to
cohere sufficient social consensus to succeed, it may need to overcome obstacles posed by elites whose
distrust of the American public underlies fears of “constitutional tampering.” Then, once elites become
involved in constitutional reform efforts, they often seek to establish themselves as leaders in the new
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movement, potentially undercutting the leadership cohorts that prepared the movement upsurge in the
44

first place. Finally, and most seriously, even in the absence of elites, constitutional reform movements
face the problem of becoming popular movements in practice, not just in name. In a both pluralistic and
white supremacist society such as the United States, in which group identities are many, intersectional,
and also oppositional, the formation of an inclusive constitutionalism that is truly expressive of
majoritarian sentiments is both difficult and required.
Constitutional reform movements also face particularly significant resource mobilization
problems. Amending the Constitution is a long-term project, often spanning decades, not just years. The
fact that at minimum 38 states must sign on for ratification means that the movement must build strong
support in nearly every state of the union. All of this requires the development of resource capacity in
the forms of labor, organization, and financial capital. Given that constitutional reform movements
usually arise from the margins, rather than the political core, the challenge of mobilizing the necessary
resources for success is all the more significant.
Activists consider all of these factors (resource mobilization, collective identity, political
opportunity structure) and more in deciding whether to invest their time and energies in a particular
constitutional reform campaign. Social movement scholars call such common considerations of
“whether a campaign is worth it” matters of strategic choice. Activists ask themselves a series of
utilitarian questions: How likely is the campaign to succeed? What are the potential risks of cooptation
by members of Congress, other politicians, or Beltway elites? For that matter, what are the cooptation
45

risks posed by other social movement actors, or by perceived opponents of the movement? If
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successful, how much of an effect would the constitutional reform actually present: Would the change
be merely expressive or would it actually be felt in daily life?
Finally, one particular question that is as present for constitutional reformers today as it was in
the Civil War and World War periods is this: Is the United States the future? This question arises from
two directions at once. From within the United States, struggles over federalism have increasingly
involved human rights protections enacted at the local and state level struck down by the federal courts
46

under the guise of preemption doctrine. Absent a complete reinvention of federalism doctrine on
questions of municipal home rule, reserved powers, and human rights versus property rights, should the
federal courts be trusted with the job of constitutional review?
From without the U.S., the challenge posed by corporate globalization raises similar questions
about the long term effect of amendments to the U.S. Constitution. Will U.S. (or EU, Argentine,
Mexican, South African, Indian, etc) constitutional guarantees of human rights and democracy withstand
challenges from transnational trade tribunals organized via the World Trade Organization (WTO),
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), or Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)? And even
should U.S. constitutional provisions survive such challenges intact, can the United States withstand the
likelihood of a capital strike involving the withdrawal of massive amounts of capital from our economy
by transnational corporations? It may not be enough for Americans to democratize and humanize our
constitution. We may need to participate in something more: A global constitutionalism.

Amending Society by Amending the Constitution
Constitutional reform movements in the United States face serious challenges. Nevertheless,
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popular constitutionalism sometimes succeeds. When it does, we find that it is not merely the written
constitutional text that has been amended, it is society itself. The process of overcoming the structural,
cultural, and strategic obstacles to constitutional reform is deliberative, participatory, and usually
47

transformative. In reconstituting law, constitutional reform movements play a role in the reconstitution
48

of existing social relations.

The procedural obstacles to reform posed by the anti-democratic Burkean provisions of the
Constitution can be turned to advantage. The need to secure the support of at least 38 states creates a
long-range terrain of struggle composed of many intermediate campaigns that each of them have clear,
definable goals. This in turn necessitates serious organizing, outreach, and public debate. Length by
length, stoked along the way by the incremental availability of winnable victories, constitutional reform
movements build up their resource mobilization capacity. Thus, the political opportunity structure of
constitutional change may actually be advantageous to the very kind of long term movement building
49

required to amend the Constitution.
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The collective identity problems faced by constitutional reform efforts similarly invoke broad
deliberation. The notion of an inviolate Sacral Constitution often falls aside when confronted with the
living constitutionalism inherent in popular participation. In the case of Citizens United v FEC, for
instance, concerns about constitutional tampering have given way in the face of broad popular support
for constitutional amendment.
Fears of the other often prove less tractable. The construction of a majoritarian constitutional
reform block in a society that is evermore plural involves significant engagement across class, racial,
gender, geographic, age, ideological and other boundaries. In the process, individuals and groups will
take sides, recognizing common interests and defining differences. Constitutional debate acts as a focal
lens through which momentous social questions emerge with clarity. From Reconstruction to the Equal
Rights Amendment, popular constitutionalism has a demonstrable history of generating new collective
identities and antagonisms – both of which are essential elements in the process of social change.
Individuals considering whether to become involved in a constitutional reform effort will often
weigh these and other factors, including alternative uses of their time and energies. They will look not
only at the success rate for past amendment campaigns, they will also consider the success rate of
alternatives. In some cases, as with women’s suffrage, they may decide that they cannot secure the
social changes they seek without amending the Constitution. And always they will find their evaluation
of their strategic alternatives shaped by how they feel about the present constitutional situation; what is
50

merely a disagreeable nuisance to some may prove intolerable for others.

The world of the 21st century bears some resemblance to those of the 18th, 19th, and 20th
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centuries, but only some. Revolutions against aristocracy, slavery, and colonialism produced
constitutions consecrating particular conceptions of human rights and democracy. Those constitutions do
not encompass modern conceptions and therefore do not mandate the kind of participatory and socially
51

just society that growing numbers of people around the world have come to expect. Furthermore, the
old conceptions of representative democracy and individual liberties are under a constant assault by the
52

institutions of global capitalism. Constitutional reform in one country – even a country as powerful as
53

the United States – may not be, on its own, enough.

In the challenge of constitutional reform we are presented with a singular opportunity to
reconstitute not only our basic law, but our society. We have, as Paine promised us, the “power to begin
the world over again,” and to do so in a deliberative, democratic and non-violent manner. If we are
serious about constitutionalizing human rights and democracy, we should decide whether the path
forward involves a series of amendments or a constitutional convention, as per the procedures of the
U.S. Constitution. Maybe the path involves an entirely new constitutional process, a democratic
revolution, or popular engagement in global constitutionalism. Perhaps there are multiple paths forward.
Decisions about constitutional strategy should be informed not only by an analysis of law and the state,
but by an understanding of the kind of social movements necessary for the radical reconstitution of
society. Constitutionalism is a social movement form. Constitutionalization is a social change process.
The history of American progress is a history of amending America.
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